
It is -y;rtly because I believe the person involvd may lack disinterest,  partly because I Bind it disagreeable ate sometimes tska jr  toy heart, pertly because i do .71,'t went tc be 	 thot lashed you to tell Gary, who bee been put in the position Aare he is slready enmeshed it TIlie counterproductivity and is knowledgeable about the 'people en the Issues as well as potentiality. One of us In a position to evaluate should 'alc-7, There is much r-)".  this he doesn't tell TO, ,which is right. I probtbly lack the spirit of vengeance to the degree we perhaps should held it. But I em not personally worried about it. I am concerned about the conseouences we have already faced end mere el-out-whet this -J7 yet lead. to an Noht is behind it So, if there 4,s anything of this sort you have picked up redently, hen there is time, I hope you nil tell Gary, even if it is seemingly slight. 114 can evaluathe it, discard it or attribute significFnce to it. 

q_ 
va1u to nie,but, it the lon:t run, more importantly, they 5re tow almost entirely cut off from Wine end the criticism J  might have provided thot their work requires. There is end has been too much conjecture, too much unsubstantial work ,,too much error obvious with greeter knowledge published in various ways when analysis would have established the error. 

if others find me gruff, i must acknowledge the possibility. In some cases, -particularly fatigued es I have been end always ever-extended 7Then 1 am sway, -I have - perhapsbeen.les,,  tolerant than might end should hate been. I d riot. &.:11eve 	I've been thiS way, but I acknoWletge, without restriction, that I may have been or, what is more likely, that I have been mistaken to b this way. That 	more protabie is that, rithout ittending it, 	have been patronizing or, it hhs beeo rut to 4ery, overly 4'fatherly". (The fact i.. 1 era old entugh to be the father of most invoIted, whichtaees not excuse it.) 

lifortia, for e:tempae, 1-h-ve rarely gotten Any sleep, frequettly have 7or3 	srolz.d the clock, nevtr averaged four hours a night when L was there, an.,t often tcud Of accomplished what these living there had missed or felled to, al ,f not 'endear me to them, I fear end 1.e no credit to them, either. Yet there is acne there who I have refused anything, only two of wham had initial mistrust, both hating amply warranted it before we met and both Osving one things hurtful to ire before we net (which di ,: not meko me 1.ck trust in ttem, -:bAt 'they did in other regard8 did). 

Whet we are engaged upon is much too serious for levity, in expression or A rtrach. I rarely joke about it. And there is n certain fear Of me not becsnse of bet have done to our own small band, if that is ,That we are, but what I have done to our eni,mies. Amon;7 us, 	have, to my "i=tinking, warranted the feeling I an gruff or sc --ettin-  like that because I rarely withhold comment on what .1,  
11 believe to be error, ibis may ::inca a few nerves. And there has been much too muon error by some of those you nave seen recently. 

Now back to work. I've almost finished correcting e lenFthy ms dealing with the King case. Thanks for taking toe time. 

Best regards, 

 

Herold '"Aishers 


